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Same-Sex Hand Holding Day
A different take on Valentine's
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CRYSTAL MYERS/MUSTANG DAILY
Heterosexual, gay and lesbian students will join hands to raise awareness Thursday.
By Lesley Reo
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRTTFR
Valentine’s Day is approaching 
once again, and couples will be walk­
ing hand-in-hand around campus 
while discussing their plans for the 
holiday.
Given this scenario, mtYst students 
envision hetenxsexual couples, hut 
same-sex couples are c'qually as likely
to express these same sentiments.
Cal Poly’s Gay, Lesbians, and 
Bisexuals United (GLBU), in con­
junction with the Progressive Student 
Alliance (PSA ), Cal Poly Women’s 
Awareness Club and the Young 
IVimocraLs, will sponsor the second 
Same-Sex Hand Holding Day on 
Thursday in order to raise campus 
awareness about alternative lifestyles. 
GLBU representatives said holding
the event close to Valentine’s Day will 
emphasize the privilege that male- 
female couples enjoy regarding public 
displays of affection.
“The whole point of this is to bring 
aw.treness to the campus community 
and to break the assumptioas that peo­
ple may atrry,’’ GLBU President Mel 
Q^mmuso sitid.
see DAY, page 2
Alumnus donates 
to student projects
By Mike Marquez
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Alumnus Frank E. “Bud” Pilling 
recently donated $50,000 toward a total 
pledge of $250,000 to help ensure that 
future engineering students will have 
the same opportunity he did to under­
take “hands-on” learning.
Pilling has established the Bud and 
Lauri Pilling Endowed Fellowship for 
engineering senior projects. TTie 
endowment will provide $2,0(X) in 
2004, and up to $11,250 per year when 
fully funded, to support students work­
ing on individual or group senior pro­
jects.
The gift continues a Pilling tradition 
of support for the College of 
Engineering, which includes a $ l mil­
lion gift in 1993.
In 1994, Cal Poly named its comput­
er science building the Frank E. Pilling 
Building in recognition of his dona­
tions.
Pilling, a 1950 mechanical engineer­
ing graduate, attended Cal Poly on the 
G1 Bill. After graduating, he rose 
thrcxigh the cotporate ranks, primivily 
at Borg-Warner, to become president of 
that company’s Automotive Group.
“1 have a special place in my heart for 
Cal Poly,” Pilling said. “In my senior 
year, I was in a manuficturing processes 
class with about 10 other guys ;md a 
grc*at instructor. We were paired up in 
different projects, and we spent not only 
classrixTm time but also nights and
Saturdays on these projects.”
Qillege of Engineering Dean Peter 
Lee noted that the Pilling endowment 
strengthens project-based learning at 
Cal Poly.
“The College of Engineering is 
deeply grateful and honored for the 
active and ongoing relationship tluit the 
Pilling family .shares with Cal Poly,” Lee 
said. “Its design - and project - based 
engineering paradigm sets the college 
apart from any other institute in the 
nation.”
The Q)llege of Engineering is highly 
regarded in the industry as one of the 
best hands-on learning programs in the 
nation.
“We are deeply grateful to Bud and 
Laun Pilling for their visionary gift,” 
said Amy Hewes, director of publica­
tions and communications in the 
College of Engineering. “The gift is part 
of his continuing legacy to the Q)llege 
of Engineering and ultimately creates 
siKcess in education.”
The Pilling Senior Project 
Endtiwment goes hand-in-hand with 
the $5 million gift the college received 
in 2001 from Paul Bonderson (EE ’75) 
to assist with building the Paul and 
Sandy Bonderson Student Projects 
Center and the Bonderson Advanced 
Software [Resign Studio.
The College of Engineering has set a 
Centennial Ciimpaign goal iif $55 to 60 
million; the Pilling donarum raLses the
see PILLING, page 2
Hiring topic of 
Academic 
Senate 
meeting
By Chrissy Roth
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
lnadeL]Uiite funding will mt>st likely 
be b lam ed  for th e  possible dem ise of a 
pn>posal to  h ire  m o re  ten u re -track  fac­
ulty.
Members of the Academic Senate 
kxiked at the propositi for the California 
legislature at its mc*eting Tue.sday after- 
ntxm.
Tlte proptisal, titled ACR 73, is an 
attempt to raise the percentage of 
tenutcxl or tenure-track faculty to at 
least 75 percent, as well as to increase 
the diversity among its faculty over the 
etturse of eight years in each (tf the 
eSU s.
Ideally, this increase will rai.se the 
level of i]uality txlucation throughixit 
the state university system by decreasing 
the percentage of lecturers, said Andy 
Lyoas, California Faculty As.s<x:iation 
representative.
The As.sembly Concurrent 
Resolution 73 wits createsl by represen­
tatives of the California Faculty 
A.ssix:iation (C'FA), California State
see TENURE, page 2
Student leaders make W ildflower a success
By Mike Marquez
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
While some students participate in 
the 21st annual Wildflower 
Triathbn, and others volunteer at an 
aid statiiYn or chill in Beach City, one 
must realize that without the dedica­
tion of two Cal Poly smdents and 
their committee, Wildflower would 
not be such a great success year after 
year.
Recreation administration senior 
Tisha Palmer and crop science senior 
Chris Hieber have been elected by 
Tri-Califomia as the 2(X)3 Wildflower 
Student Race Directors. Tri- 
Califomia helps promote the event.
TTiese two students organize teams 
on their committee to take charge of 
certain duties during the event. Each 
team leader takes on the role of a spe­
cialist in their area.
Some of the various duties include 
aid stations, festival management, 
headquarters, camping, communica­
tions, parking/traffic, patrol/security, 
public relations, registration, timing 
and maintaining .supplies.
Palmer and Hieber have been part 
of Wildflower since 2000, and they 
are both sea.soned Tri-C^lifomia vet­
erans who bring experience to the 
prestigious ptisitions.
In addition to Wildflower, both 
have assisted in Tri-Califomia Escape
from Alcatraz, Seagate Triathlon at 
Pacific Grove, Scott Tinley’s Dirty 
Adventures and Treasure Island 
Triathlons. These experiences have 
put biYth student race directors in the 
unique position of having worked 
with every facet L>f a world-class race 
pnxluction company.
Hieber has also gained experience 
working on the Wildflower aid sta­
tions, mountain bike, volunteer 
entertainment and volunteer security 
committees.
“I’ve been with Wildflower in dif­
ferent levels of activity for many years 
now," Hieber said. “I’ve seen what it’s 
like to lx; a volunteer, sub committee 
member and a team leader. As a race 
director 1 will be able to understand 
what each of the.se groups is going 
through and assist them in any way 1 
can.”
Palmet is ready to take on the new 
pLYsition with open anns and the chal­
lenges that come with the position.
“Through my time with 
Wildflowet I have expetienced joyous 
moments and hectic moments," 
Palmer said. “1 believe the hectic 
moments taught me the mcist aKiut 
myself in a stressful situations, and 
that things have a way of working 
out."
The Wildflower Triathlon started
see WILDFLOWER, page 2
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Crop science senior Chris 
Hieber (left) and recre­
ation administration senior 
Tisha Palmer are the 2003 
Wildflower student direc­
tors. Right, the swim start 
for the event.
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Correction: In Tuesday's arti­
cle "Senior project gets 
messy" fruit science senior 
Zureal Bernier was misquot­
ed as saying the purpose of 
his project was to avoid pay­
ing landfill tipping fees. He 
was also misquoted as saying 
that bacteria can ruin the 
piles, when it is only bacteria 
like Lco li and salmonella 
that are intolerable.
Did you know that 
Granville T. Woods 
invented the electro­
mechanical brake on 
Aug. 16,1887?
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TENURE
continued from page 1
Universiry system and the statewide 
CSU Academic Senate.
“I heard from faculty around the state 
that the sease of tenure was being enxl- 
ed,” Lyons said. “1 think the concefn is 
to recruit quality, tenure-line faculty
into tenure-track positions.
The creators of the resolution do not 
expect the legislature to approve it any 
time soon because of California’s cur­
rent budget deficit. The committee 
plans to keep the resolution in front of 
the legislature until it is approved, 
despite how many years it may take 
recover from the deficit, Lyons said.
“The proposal is just a hope to get it
ritat have the ability and expientse to 
provide quality instruction.”
While the proposal does not aim to 
rid the system of its lecturers, its purprxse 
is to parlay already qualified lecturers
on the radar of the legislamre,” John
Harris, a natural resources management 
professor, said. “Later on, when there’s a 
different monetary situation, it may he 
passed.”
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PILLING
continued from page 1
college campaign total to more than 
$45 million. The goals of the total frmds 
are to create an unparalleled environ­
ment of enhanced facilities, technokigy, 
students, faculty and learning.
Typical senior projects encompass 
multi-disciplinary and team-based pro­
jects that require large sums of money. 
The gift adds on to a program that is 
already regarded as one of the best engi­
neering colleges in the nation. All engi­
neering students can apply for a portion 
of the endowment, hut must he 
approved through a qualification
process.
“By increasing the level of endowed 
support for student projects and by cre­
ating an unparallel environment of lab­
oratories and learning facilities, the 
level of success is unlimited,” Hewes 
said. “He (Pilling) made it clear in the 
beginning that he was considering 
another substantial gift, the university 
explored various options for that gift 
and Bud really responded enthusiasti­
cally to the idea of an endowment kir 
senior projects.”
Pilling has maintained a close con­
nection with C!al Poly for many years 
and has continued to come hack for 
reunions and other visits for the past 
half-century.
WILDFLOWER
continued from page 1
in 1983 as a hluegrass festival with 
music, arts, crafts, exhibits, a lOK run 
and lOOK triathlons. The first 
triathlon attracted only 86 competi­
tors with no help from Cal Poly vol­
unteers.
The 1985 Wildflower was a critical 
year for the event. It was the second 
year that students from Cal Poly were 
involved as volunteers. When Cal 
Poly first started volunteering, there 
was only one student race director 
and fewer than 10 team leaders. The 
students from recreation administra­
tion and physical education depart­
ments came out with about 100 vol­
unteers. The event has been a success 
ever since, and this year is anticipat­
ing over 6,500 athletes and 26,000 
spectators. Ttxlay, there are two race 
directors, more than 85 team leaders 
on the student committee and anoth­
er 50 various adult volunteers.
“Over the years. Cal Poly has been 
an integral part of Wildflower,” said 
Colleen Bousman, assistant race 
director and head of the Cal Poly vol­
unteer committee. “W hen volunteers 
are constantly praised by the athletes 
for the work that they’ve put into the 
event, all the time spent preparing for 
the event is a satisfying feeling.”
In a day and age when people are 
glued to there televisions and cell 
phones, this is an alternative way to 
promote a healthy lifestyle.
“Our main goal is to change 
lifestyles, draw families together and 
make it a great weekend for everyone 
involved in the event,” Hieber said. 
“The committee serves as a big family 
working together to make Wildflower 
come alive.”
Wildflower has maintained an 
excellent reputation for 20 years, due 
to volunteers paying close attention 
to details, enthusiasm and accommo­
dating to the athletes’ needs.
“1 love seeing the athletes having 
bin and 1 also want everyone else to 
have fun with me,” Palmer said.
DAY
continued from page 1
Same-Sex Hand Holding Day, 
inspired by an article detailing the 
efforts of 30 students at the University 
of Florida at Gainesville who organized 
a similar event two years ago, will be an 
all-day event. GLBU will ht)st a Kx)th 
on Dexter Lawn from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
that will provide information on gay 
rights. At 11:30 a.m., a procession 
beginning at Dexter Lawn with mem­
bers of participating clubs holding 
hands with people of the same sex will 
kx>p to the University Union and back 
to Dexter.
“It’s always weird how on things like 
movie covers you see girls holding 
hands and stuff like that, but you never 
see it in real life,” GLBU member Jenn 
Chambless said.
This will be the first year that the 
Women’s Awareness Club will partici-
pate in the event. Club president Haley 
Myers s<tid she hopes to dissolve what 
she describes as an unfounded fear of 
gay and lesbian displays of affection.
“People assiKiate homosexuality 
with deviance and aberrant behavior,” 
Myers said. “If a student sees someone 
they know (on Thursday), they will 
either respond by discrediting that per­
son or by raising their respect for them.”
Last year, Same-Sex Hand Holding 
Day did not generate a negative 
response from those on campus, espe­
cially in comparison to the re-painting 
of the P during National Coming Out 
Week last May.
“Painting rainkiw colors on the P is 
a lot less overtly homosexual than peo­
ple holding hands through campus,” 
Commuso said.
Although not all participants in 
Same-Sex Hand Holding Day are gay, 
all participants are seeking a way to 
express their support for gay rights and 
remove negativity toward homosexual­
ity.
Coming up this week
^Wildflower-There are man(datory group 
meetings toiday at 6:30 in bWg.53, room 
215 and Thursday at 11 a.m. in bldg. 53, 
room 202.
^Intramural Tournament Sign Up -
Students can sign up now at the Rec 
Center front desk for a table tennis tourna­
ment Feb. 18, a bowling tournament Feb. 
20 and a whiffle ball tournament March 8. 
There is also an on-going raquetball tour­
nament taking place in the Rec Center —  
sign up anytime.
pharmacy^
Looking For A 
Pharmacy Clerk
PaitTime 
Flewble Hours.
For moro infor?nation coH. 
(805) 783-2903 or corrro by and 
pick up an application.
cal pdy homecoming
2003 Com m ittee A pplications 
Available O nline
wwwiiomecoming.calpoiy.edu
A pplications are d u e  February 14 at 5:00pm 
to the A lum ni Office, Bldg 28,756-2586
osin
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NOW LEASING
for 2003 - 2004
Townhouse Apartments for Students F
Great Amenities...
♦Private Bedrooms ♦GPA Discounts 5% - 10%
♦9.5 and 11.5 Month Leases ♦Recreation Center ♦Weight Room 
♦Computer Lab w/ Free Internet ♦TV Lounge ♦Heated Pool 
♦Close to Shopping ♦On City Bus Route ^24 Hour Staff
Tour a Furnished Model 
Mon - Fri 9ain > 5pm or Sat & Sun 10am - 2pm
Call for an application or apply online at 
www.VaienciaApartnients.com
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NationalBriefs
Agreement averts potential
hip-hop boycott of Pepsi
NEW YORK —  Pepsi agreed to 
make a donation to the foundation of 
a rapper whose ad the company 
yanked, averting a boycott threat­
ened by hip-hop mogul Russell 
Simmons.
Tire agreement calls for Pepsi to 
make a multimillion-dollar donation 
over several years to the Ludicris 
Foundation, Simmons’ Hip-Mop 
Summit Action Network said in a 
statement.
The agreement was reached 
Monday night,'and the amount of the 
donation and the length of time were 
still being worked out, spokeswoman 
Jody Miller said. She said the boycott 
had been called off.
“W e’ve come to an agreement 
where the common ground is young 
people,” Pepsi spokesman Larry 
jabhonsky said in a statement. “We’re 
working together on a multiyear, 
multi-city effort that will encourage 
kids to express their creativity in the 
visual and performing arts.”
He would not comment on 
specifics of the agreement.
Pepsi pulled the ad featuring the 
rapper Ludacris in August, a day after 
Fox News Cvhannel’s Bill O ’Reilly ran 
a .segment criticizing the company for 
using the rapper and criticizing some 
of his lyrics.
Poll: Majority say they would 
get smallpox vaccine
W ASHIN GTON —  Michaele
Tharett represents the majority view 
when she says she would probably get 
smallpox vaccinations for herself and 
her child if the vaccine were to 
become available.
More than half of U.S. adults say 
they would get vaccinated, and six in 
10 parents say they would want vacci­
nations for their children, an 
AsstKiated Press pwll found.
The vaccine will be available to 
adults who request it, probably begin­
ning this summer, although federal 
officials are not recommending the 
vaccine because of the risks involved.
Children won’t be able to get it 
unless a bioterror attack were to 
tx:cur, federal officials say. Ethical and 
safety concerns bar children from 
clinical trials being conducted now, 
meaning the vaccine cannot be 
licensed for them, officials said in 
December.
Greenspan throws cold water 
on Bush tax-cut package, say­
ing more stimulus not needed
W A SH IN G TO N  —  Federal 
Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan 
dealt a blow to President Bash’s drive 
for new tax cuts Tuesday, saying he 
did not believe the economy needed 
further stimulus and warning 
Congress to be “very careful” to keep 
budget deficits from exploding.
Greenspan, who two years ago lent 
critical support to Bush’s first round of 
$1.35 trillion in tax cuts, threw cold 
water on the new $1.3 trillion pack­
age. Bush is seeking $670 billion in 
accelerated tax cuts and elimination 
of taxes on stock dividends as part of 
a stimulus pr(')gram. The rest of the
package is devoted to making the 
2001 tax cuts permanent. They are 
now due to expire after 2010.
Delivering the Fed’s bi-annual 
rejxirt on the state of the economy, 
Greenspan said that while war wor­
ries were weighing on business 
investment, the economy was poised 
for a significant rebound once that 
uncertainty passes.
“1 am one of the few people who is 
still not as yet convinced that stimu­
lus is a desirable policy,” Greenspan 
told the panel.
He told the Senate Banking 
Committee that Congress needed to 
“be very careful not to allow deficits 
to get out of hand, especially when 
we are going to be running into a sig­
nificant problem starting 2010, 2012 
and beyond” with demands retired 
baby Kwiners will be making on the 
Social Security and Medicare pro­
grams.
IntemationalBrie£s
Alleged bin Laden tape urges 
Iraqis to carry out suicide 
attacks on Americans
DUBAI, United Arab Emirates —  
An audiotape puqxirted to carry the 
voice of Osama bin Laden called on 
Iraqis to carry t)uf suicide attacks 
against Americans and defend them­
selves against a U .S. attack.
The tape was btoadcast on the al- 
jazeera Arab satellite station 
Tuesday, the first day of the Muslim 
holiday Eid al-Adha. The speaker 
also urged Iraqis to dig trenches and 
engage in urban warfare to fend off 
U.S. trtxips and called on Muslims to
rise up against several U.S.-allied 
governments in the region.
“We stress the importance of mar­
tyrdom operations against the enemy, 
these attacks that have scared 
Americans and Israelis like never 
before,” the speaker said, using a term 
often used by miUtants for suicide 
attacks.
U.S. counterterrorism officials in 
Washington said the audio message 
was probably a real recording of bin 
Laden, and that a technical analysis 
was planned to authenticate it. Tire 
officials, speaking on condition of 
anonymity, said it was unclear when 
the recording was made but said it 
was probably recent, given all the 
attention the speaker gave to Iraq.
Putin warns of possible 'grave 
error'on Iraq, hints at possible 
veto
PARIS —  Russian President 
Vladimir Putin warned Tuesday that 
U .S. military action against Iraq 
without U.N. consent would be a 
“grave error,” and hinted that Russia 
might use its veto on the Security 
Council against any “unreasonable 
use of force.”
Speaking through a translator on 
French television, Putin said he saw 
no need at present for Russia to use 
its veto as a permanent council mem­
ber.
But asked if Russia would support 
France if it uses its veto, Putin said: “If 
ttxlay a proposition was mirde that we 
felt would lead to an unreasonable use 
of ft)rce, we would act with France or 
alone.”
Putin, who was speaking in an inter­
view on France’s T F l television, 
defended a proposal by France, Russia 
and Germany for strengthened U.N. 
weapons inspections, part of a diplo­
matic initiative aimed at disarming 
Saddcim Hussein peacefully.
U.N. sanctions against North 
Korea over nukes no easy task
SEOUL, South Korea —  Already 
at the center of the world debate over 
war in Iraq, the U.N. Security Qiuncil 
is about to have another global flash­
point to deal with: the standoff over 
North’s Korea’s nuclear weapons devel­
opment.
The question now is whether the 
council can do anything about it.
The U.N. nuclear watchdog, the 
International Atomic Energy Agency, 
meets texlay and is widely expected to 
refer the nuclear dispute to the council, 
setting in motion a process that could 
lead to sanctions against the commu­
nist regime in Pyongyang.
A host of factors could complicate 
consideration of sanctions. Russian and 
Chinese support is questionable. South 
Korea is pushing for more rime to 
engage the North and Pyongyiing has 
said it would consider sanctions “a dec­
laration of war.”
“Unless you have a priKess 
prewired, a coasensus on  what the 
Security Giuncil wtxild do ... then it’s 
possible that the referral in iind of itself 
would be ineffective,” said Scott 
Snyder, Asia Foundatiim representa­
tive in South Korea. “There is not a 
consensus in favor of siinctioas.”
Briefs compiled from The Associated 
Press wire service by Mustang Daily 
news editor Andra Coberly.
get into a realgreek week!
>the ultimate vacation! your latest toga
party ca n ’t com pote with our version of “rush week ' |Oin 
our group as you fsee the fanxDus sights arxj gather with the 
real greoks!
>aegean classic cruise  
>spotiight on greece  
>greek isiand hopping  
>iondon to athens
7 days from $ 4 7 9  
12 days from $ 9 9 5  
14 days from $ 1 0 4 9  
19 days from $ 1 5 3 9
pncM are 0«  lane only. aub|«R;t to avai)tf»iity
>vacations include; accom m odations, transportation, 
many m eals and as much fun as you can handle!
conrikivaoanwwa ta. soe your travel agent call toll-free 1-888-CONTIKI visit www.contiki.com
S id e u ja lli s a le !
BIG DAYS
February 11-13
9am  - 3pm
Save up to 75%
on Cal Poly clothing, emblematic gifts, seasonal gifts, 
general reading & reference books, school office & art 
supplies, textbooks, computer peripherals and more!
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Federal 
student aid 
programs in 
jeopardy
By Mike Memoli
The Greyhound (Loyou College-Maryland)
(U -W IR E) BA LTIM ORE —  
Federal funding to some student 
financial aid programs would be cut 
this year under proptYsals currently 
being debated by Congress and the 
Bush administration.
Conferees from the House of 
Representatives and Senate were 
scheduled to meet last night to begin 
negotiating a final appropriations bill 
that includes federal student aid pro­
grams. Much of the debate currently 
centers on the Pell Grant program, 
which helps low-income families pay 
college tuition.
T he Bush administration 
announced last week it opposes a 
Senate hill to increase the maximum 
Pell Grant from $100 to $4,100. The 
W hite House has proposed maintain­
ing the $4,000 limit, while increasing 
total funding to the program by $1.9 
billion to cover its current deficit. 
Many university lobbyists are working 
to maintain increases called for in the 
Senate’s bill, citing increased need 
brought about by increasing enroll­
ment, tuition costs and the weak 
economy.
An estimated 4.4 million students 
received Pell Grants in 2002.
“Particularly in a time when state 
budgets are cutting aid programs, par­
ticularly for private institutions, the 
colleges and universities look to the 
federal government to assist students 
with paying for college,” said Cyndy 
Littlefield, director of federal relations 
for the Association of Jesuit Colleges 
and Universities. “Higher education is 
usually the first education sector to be 
cut in tough times. CXit of necessity, 
it’s even more imptirtant that we keep 
the pressure on C^ingress and the 
administration to keep binding the 
federal student aid programs.”
Littlefield added that the adminis­
tration’s insistence that the Pell Grant 
program be funded only to cover 
deficits is misguided since Congress 
has been able to finance the shortfall 
separately after the initial appropria­
tion negotiations have finished.
“TTie Pell Grant usually takes care 
of itself,” Littlefield said. “We are 
wiirking one to get the maximum 
grant increased during appropriations, 
and two trying to take care of the 
shortfall as best we can.”
Despite raising the maximum Pell 
Grant, the Omnibus Bill pas.sed by the 
Senate on Jan. 23 would cut or freeze 
funding to other federal student aid 
pmgrams across the board. Funding for 
the Supplemental Educational 
Opportunity Grant program, which 
augments Pell Grants for needy stu­
dents, would drop $21 million to $704 
million.
The Perkins Loan program, which 
provides low-interest loans to students 
from low-income families, would be 
cut by $5 million to $163 million. 
These cuts were necessary in order to 
fund the increase to the Pell program.
“Most people in the higher-educa­
tion community are concerned 
because the Bush administration’s 
emphasis has been on K-12 with the 
No Child Left Behind legislation,” 
said Mark Lindenmeyer, Loyola’s 
director of financial aid and a member 
of the Qillege Scholarship Service 
Assembly Q>uncil, which advises the 
College Board on financial aid issues.
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Start your career off 
with a spark.
FORTUNE*
At Ernst & Young, we not only offer you 
stimulating opportunities, we value what 
you, and only you, can bring to our team. 
We give you the latest technology, 
information and resources so you can 
feel empowered to succeed and grow.
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V-day shopping for objects o f love, lust
► Store has been selling 
Cupid's wears for almost 
two decades
By Chrissy Roth
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
W ith his neck stretched back and 
eyes wide open, the man takes one 
final glance at the neon-red sign 
overhead. He inhales one last time 
before he embarks upon his mission, 
one that will test his pride, honor 
and most of all, his love for his girl­
friend.
As he walks into Fanny 
Wrappers, a lingerie boutique at
T .........................................
‘7 ’ve never actually seen 
vibrators being sold 
before.''
Jennifer Dickson
customer
Chorro and Higuera streets, he sighs 
in an attempt to hold onto any bit 
of masculine dignity he may still 
possess.
T h at’s right -  it’s near Valentine’s 
Day and the store is ready and will-
ing to display all ▼ ...................................................................  “Instead of
that is designed A m o n g  the many vibrators going for the typ-
to be cute, kinky rr J ..  ^ ical silk pajamas.-I. offered at the store are the ... ,  ^  ^ ,,and create cleav- like I normally
age for this Krystal Dolphin and the do, this year 1
romantic holiday. Beaver, VUith the ani' actually
Much like this , ii • i bone up and buy
“o n ly - fo r - h o l i -  mals OCtUally resting on the that no-piece
days” consumer, vibratOrS. outfit that will
boyfriends and eventually and
h u s b a n d s  hopefully end up
throughout the city will soon find on the floor,” McCloskey said.
themselves flocking to this lingerie 
and specialty-items store to find the 
perfect gift that will help them land 
the perfect mood during the perfect 
night.
Fanny Wrappers has been a 
prominent downtown store since it 
was established 19 years ago.
“Walking into the store is always 
intimidating because the majority of 
people in the store are women,” 
biology junior M ike M cCloskey 
said. “As soon as 1 enter through the 
doi>r, 1 feel like they look at me and 
think either ‘pervert’ or ‘non-per­
vert.’”
Pervert or not, M cCloskey is 
determined to find the ideal gift for 
his girlfriend of nearly a year. Since 
it will be their first Valentine’s Day 
together, McCloskey wants to make 
it particularly special.
T he lingerie section is inundated 
with red, white and pink outfits. 
Som e would cover a respectable 
amount of skin, while others leave 
little to the imagination.
In the back of the store, environ­
m ental horticulture freshman 
Jennifer Dickson giggles as she sur­
veys the shelves of “toys” with her 
friend. A lthough the store sells 
mostly lingerie, the novelty items 
crammed on the back shelves are 
always a hot topic of conversation 
for customers.
“(T h e novelty section) is just a 
sidebar,” store manager Ryanne 
Lukin said. “It’s part of the store, but 
it’s not our main focus.”
T .........................................
“As soon as I enter 
through the door, I feel like 
they look at me and think 
either ‘pervert' or ‘non­
pervert.'"
Mike McCloskey
customer
W hile it may just be a sidebar, 
Dickson has now become exposed 
to the racier corner of the boutique. 
From chocolate body frosting to 
dirty dice to pecker pasta, it is often 
difficult to take in all the items at 
once.
“I’ve never actually seen vibrators 
being sold before,” she said. “Some 
of the stuff is tunny, and the penis 
candies would be really fun to get 
your friends as a joke.”
Among the many vibrators 
offered at the store are the Krystal 
Dolphin and the Ultra Beaver, with 
the animals actually resting on the 
vibrators. This suddenly gives new 
BRIAN k ih t / m u s ta n g  DAILY meaning to the term “loving your
Erica Saya straightens pirffy shoes in preperation for the Valentine's 
Day rush.
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Silky synthetic wear awaiting the chance to make someone's day.
Top 50 romance films
This list was compiled by The American Film Institute. Check out 
tomorow’s Mustang Daily for the full story on what makes a romance film.
1. “Casablanca,” 1942
2. “Gone With the Wind,” 1939
3. “West Side Story,” 1961
4. “Roman Holiday,” 1953
5. “An Affair to Remember,” 1957
6. “The Way We Were, 1973
7. “Doctor Zhivago,” 1965
8. “It’s a Wonderful Life,” 1946
9. “Love Story,” 1970
10. “City Lights,” 1931
11. “Annie Hall,” 1977
12. “My Fair Lady,” 1964
13. “Out of Africa,” 1985
14. “The African Queen,” 1951 ,
15. “Wuthering Heights,” 1939
16. “Singin’ in the Rain,” 1952
17. “Moonstruck,” 1987
18. “Vertigo,” 1958
19. “Ghost,” 1990
20. “From Here to Eternity,” 1953
21. “Pretty Woman,” 1990
22. “On Golden Pond,” 1981
23. “Now, Voyager,” 1942
24. “King Kong,” 1933
25. “When Harry Met Sally...,” 1989
26. “The Lady Eve,” 1941
27. “The Sound of Music,” 1965
28. “The Shop Around the Comer,” 1940
29. “An Officer and a Gentleman,” 1982
30. “Swing Time,” 1936
31. “The King and 1,” 1956
32. “Dark Victory,” 1939
33. “Camille,” 1937
34. “Beauty and the Beast,” 1991
35. “Gigi,” 1958
36. “Random Harvest,” 1942
37. “Titanic,” 1997
38. “It Happened One Night,” 1934
39. “An American in Paris,” 1951
40. “Ninotchka,” 1939
41. “Funny Girl,” 1968
42. “Anna Karenina,” 1935
43. “A Star Is Born,” 1954
44. “The Philadelphia Story,” 1940
45. “Sleepless in Seattle,” 1993
46. “To Catch a Thief,” 1955
47. “Splendor in the Grass,” 1961
48. “Last Tango in Paris,” 1972
49. “The Postman Always Rings Twice,” 1946
50. “Shakespeare in Love,” 1998
JLj-L
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Music
New CD takes few of its 'roots' from hip-hop
By Andy Fahey
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
It’s never a good sign when the 
best part of an album is when it’s 
over. Sadly, that is the case with 
T h e  R oots’ latest C D , 
“Phrenology.”
T h e  R oots do som ething in 
“Phrenology” th at they haven’t 
done since their debut underground 
album “O rganix” in 1993: They 
tailed to successful! extend outside 
the ordinary boundaries of hip-hop.
Throughout th ier career, the 
Philadelphia-based group has been 
a unique specimen in rap. No other 
rap group can call itself a legitimate 
band. C om plete with Black 
Thought on vocals, ?uestlove on 
drums, guitarist Ben Kenney, bassist 
Hub, Kamal on the keyboard and 
Scratch , the human turntabilist. 
T he Roots have never adhered to 
the status quo of hip-hop.
“Phrenology” was released last 
November from M CA  Records and 
is T he Roots’ first album since the 
widely successful “Things Fall 
A part,” which featured the 
Gramm y-winning single for best 
performance by a rap duo or group 
with “You G ot M e.”
Perhaps the 
main reason for 
“ P h r e n o lo g y ’s ” 
failure was
because T he
Roots attempted quality music.
to do something 
they had never
done before. T he band has always 
been regarded as pioneers of hip- 
hop, but this album seemed to be a 
step beyond what even they were 
capable o f doing.
T he album kicks off with an 18- 
second introduction that leads into 
the first track “Rock You,” which 
co in cid entally  has a sim ilar 
rhythm, but slightly modified, to
the one in which we stomp 
our feet twice and clap our 
hands. T his song features a 
steady, thick drum loop and 
sets the tone for the entire 
album. It tells the listener 
that “Phrenology” will be 
unlike anything norm ally 
associated with T he Roots.
“Phrenology” continues 
its one-of-a-kindness with 
the song “! ! ! ! ! ! ! , ” a 24-sec­
ond punk ensem ble that 
awkwardly mimics to G reen 
Day. There are some vocals 
on this track, but except for 
the term “hypocrite” and a 
few swear words, it’s nearly 
impossible to make out what 
the vocalist says. Thankfully 
this song —  if it can even be 
called a song —  does not last 
longer than it does.
Surprisingly, the punk 
sound flows nicely into the 
next song “S a crifice ,” featuring 
Nelly Furtado singing background 
in the chorus. T his song has a 
smooth, funky 1970s beat and is 
one of the b etter songs on 
“Phrenology.”
Musiq is featured on the first sin­
gle, “Break You O ff.” T his is anoth-
^ ...... .... ......................................................  er grade-A song
i v n  T - i  r» - I  s im p ly  la s ts
when I he Roots stick to too long. T h e 
basic hip'hop, they produce first four and a
half minutes are 
fine, but then the 
next three m in­
utes are boring and repetitive. T he 
last two minutes-plus do not even 
contain any vocals.
T he same problem persists with 
the next track, “W ater.” It starts off 
as a potential h it, but then all hell 
breaks loose at about the four- 
minute mark when the song sud­
denly shifts to “Jaws-like” music. 
Just when you think it ’s about to 
end, it gets stranget and becomes
y
.s ,ÿ...AV
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The Roots, looking intimidating despite the variety of creative facial hair, 
are known for riffing on the basic hip-hop theme.
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the soundtrack of what happens 
when a circus goes had.
Although T he Roots attempt to 
be innovative throughout the 
album, they m aintain an old-school 
sound in “Thought @ W ork.” This 
track dem onstrates Black 
T h ou g h t’s lyrical mastery more 
than any oth er song on 
“Phrenology” and makes even the
rhythm -less want to nod their 
heads.
“Q uills” is another track with 
hard-hitting beats and a raw sound. 
A t the other end of the spectrum is 
“Com plexity,” a mellow, sm ooth­
flowing piece featuring Jill Scott.
T he C D  has a hidden track that 
follows the common “W hen I say ... 
you say .. .” pattern, hut it still flows
lic^ t  makes ‘Phrenology* 
painful to listen to are the 
band*s quests into unchart' 
ed water. Much of this 
album is like a science 
experiment gone bad.
pretty good. But again, a good song 
goes haywire when it makes a tran­
sition into techno music, which 
would be fine if it were a rave. T he 
last time 1 checked, however. T he 
Roots did not dance around with 
glow sticks in their performances.
W hen T h e Roots stick to basic 
hip-hop, they produce quality 
music. There were a handful of 
above-average tracks, hut what 
makes “Phrenology” painful to lis­
ten to are their quests into unchart­
ed waters. Much of this album is 
like a science experim ent gone bad. 
Everything goes fine until it blows 
up in their face and they are left 
with poor results.
W ith this album. T he Roots did 
nothing to increase their fan base. 
T he only people to enjoy this C D  
are the hand’s die-hard fans, whose 
numbers will possibly dwindle after 
listening to “Phrenology.”
Ex-Pumpkin hits mark with new band
► Chaikone up for 
sensitive guy pop as Biliy 
Corgan's new band 
thrives and shines
By Helen Schumacher
Oregon Daily Emerald (U.Oregon)
(U -W IR E ) EU G EN E, Ore. —  
During their heyday, the Smashing 
Pumpkins captured the roller coast­
er ride o f adolescence —  with all its 
beautiful urgency and angst. They 
captured the freedom of knowing 
that your curfew wasn’t for another 
few hours. To a similar extent, Billy 
Corgan’s new band, Zwan, carries 
on this legacy.
Like a phoenix rising from the 
ashes of low album sales and disap­
pointing reviews, Corgan has 
returned to once again reclaim his 
throne as an alt-rock  virtuoso. 
W ith the release of the group’s first 
album, “Mary Star of the Sea ,” 
Corgan is reborn as Billy Burke and 
is joined by part-tim e Smashing 
Pumpkins drummer Jimm y 
C ham berlin . C havez’s M att 
Sweeney, Paz L ench antin  o f A
Perfect C ircle and Dave Pajo from 
the bands S lin t and Papa M.
A lthough com paring Zwan to 
the Pumpkins is inevitable, it’s also 
futile, and it will only prevent the 
listener from fully enjoying the 
album.
Tuning into ^ ---------------------------------------------------------
the poppy, ^  phoenix rising from the
o p t i m i s t i c  * o * '
rad io-friend ly  Oshcs of loW album Soks and
s i n g l e  disappointing reviews, Corgan
‘Honestly’ is a i i i • i
stark reminder returned to his throne as
o f Corgan's an dlt-rock virtuoso.
t r a d e m a r k
alley cat vocals. T he chord progres­
sions too are familiar —  Corgan 
receives most of the songwriting 
credit.
However, Pajo’s incredible talenr 
is a new addition. His touch is at its 
finest about five and a half minutes 
into the track “Jesus, I / Mary Star 
of the Sea .” Each note is heavy like 
ether, until Cham berlin picks up 
the heat and Corgan starts singing,
“And everything just feels like rain 
/ the road we’re on / the things we 
crave ... if I should sleep / what’s 
left to dream.”
O ther standout tracks include
the ballad “O f a Broken Heart” and 
“Settle  Down,” which is filled with 
classic Pumpkins guitar riffs.
T he music floats painlessly from 
the speaker to the ear, hut the songs 
fail to stay with the listener for 
longer than the duration of the 
--- album. “Mary
Star o f the 
S e a ” is none 
o f the artists’ 
best work.
A l t h o u g h  
the release 
lacks some 
edge, when 
compared to what has been poison­
ing the airwaves the past few years, 
it is a small beam of hope.
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Food
Chinese New Year a piece of cake
► A few simple 
ingredients can pay 
homage to a centuries- 
old tradition
By Deborah Ting
MUSTANG DAILY CONTRIBUTOR
T he Chinese New Year is a t e l -  
ebration of family and food, of life 
and new beginnings. In a typical 
Hong Kong household, you w'ould 
see a spray o f plum blossom 
branches with a red and black lac­
quered tray of assorted snacks.
You would ...... ..................................... ......................  word “goh ,”
probably also , ,  , , . meaning high or
observe laye si J o k  Uiy SUU td iy  g e e t l
exchange (red h o n g , m o a n  SI y u  y e e ! *  
envelops con- m e a n s  W is h in g  y o u
raining money , , , , , ,
inside). goou health and having
T h e C hin ese 10,000 things OCCUT OS
ere fond o f prag-
im p r o v e m e n t .  
In the spirit of 
im proving o n e­
self, lian  goh, 
New Year’s 
1 m p r o v e m e n t  
C ake, is eaten
m atism , so at '  often,
this tim e of the T h e  main
year they put up red signs which ingredient, glutinous rice flour, is a 
say som ething to the equivalent of symbol o f cohesiveness. T he pan­
fortune or luck or good wishes. For fried slices have a mellow sweet-
COURTESY PHOTO/MUSTANG DAILY
Lian Goh is the traditional cake for 
Chinese New Year.
the New Year’s, there are several 
verses people usually say.
O ne such is “G ong hay faat 
ch oy !,’’ meaning good luck 
on making it big. T h e 
whole verse then co n tin ­
ues with “Jok lay sun taiy 
geen hong, maan si yu 
yee !,” which means, “wish­
ing you good health, and 
having 10,000 things occur 
as you w ish!”
A nother phrase people 
say is equivalent to 
“Improving yourself in the 
new year.” Because o f the 
emphasis on im proving 
and new beginnings, spe­
cial foods are eaten that 
sound like they have the
ness and are slightly chewy from 
glutinous rice flour.
T his rice cake is a rare specialty 
th at is not available in any 
C hinese restaurant in the area. 
T h ere  are only three possible 
routes to obtain it:
• Drive three hours to a major 
city where they have C hinese dim 
sum restaurants,
• Make friends with many East 
Asians and find out who knows 
how to cook it or
• Be adventurous and make it 
yourself. T h e last choice would 
probably be easiest. A t bottom  is a 
slightly Westernized recipe for lian 
goh.
NEW YEAR’S CAKE (LIAN GOH)
1 lb. glutinous rice flour 1 teaspixm baking soda 2 cups sugar 3 eggs 
1 tablespoon vanilla extract 2.5 cups milk 0.3 cup vegetable oil
Directions
1. Beat eggs with sugar and slowly add glutinous rice flour and milk.
2. Stir the mixture until the ingredients are fully blended with each other before adding baking soda.
3. Add oil gradually while stirring continuously.
4. Stop when oil no longer appears as a separate layer from the rest of ingredients.
5. Add vanilla extract last.
6. Stir and make sure there is no air bubble.
7. Apply some oil at the bottom and sides of the baking pan before pouring the dough into it.
8. Bake at 350 degrees farenheit for 50 minutes.
9. W hen done, cut the cake into 2-inches wide by 1-inch thick slices.
10. Heat a 14-inch flat bottomed wok or skillet over medium heat until hot but not smoking.
11. Add vegetable oil to barely coat the wok, fry until golden brown.
12. Eat!
Here’s to New Year’s improvements and happiness! If many of you haven’t succeeded in your New Year’s resolu­
tions, here’s your second chance. Happy Chinese New Year’s!
The Art of Boredom
A gallery o f doodles from carrWus notebooks. 
This week we feature noly pie, Professor Mullet 
and an ambiguous warning about the movie 
industry.
'What's more intriguing... Professor Beardsley's 
201 lecture, or his mullet?"
-  Kristin Bontrager
-  Chris Carlson
‘ It came from the movie industry" “Nuestra dama de tarta eternal"
-  Brett Witzel _  Daniel Ely
Drop your doodles by Mustang Daily office in Building 26, room 226. Include title o f 
the piece and your name.
POL! RM
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Top Thirteen
1. Cat Power
2. VA: Scratch Attack 2
3. The Postal Service
4. The Roots
5. The Joggers
6. The Clean
7. Alaska!
8. The Go-Betweens
9. Sigur Ros
10. Amon Tobin
1 1 . T ip sy
12. The Microphones
13. Petracovich
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Good Valentine's 
date spots on the 
Central Coast
V alentine’s Day puts a lot of pressure on me every year, and this 
I year I want to make it a little easier on myself. How do 1 plan the 
perfect V alentine’s Day for my girlfriend and me?
A : A h, V alentine’s Day. Is there any other day rhat can inspire such anxiety, pressure and fear in a relationship? W hat do 1 get her? W here do 1 take him? How much do 1 spend? The areas for failure 
are endless and the repercussions potentially harmful.
Everyone has different expectations as to the importance and magnitude 
of good old V'day, and the best way to avoid tears or flying objects spewing 
forth from your valentine is to talk about it before. By openly discussing 
spending limits and potential dates for the big day, you can ensure that both 
of you are on the same page. This way you avoid disappointment when he
opens the pair of socks puff-paint­
ed with “Be M ine’’ that you so ere-
Troiil)l6sliwt6r
atively designed to fit into the 
“le t’s make each other gifts” crite­
ria.
As far as dates go, different per­
sonalities and “stages” of relation­
ships require different types of 
dates. Despite the fact that every­
one claims that there is nothing to 
do in this town, a little research 
proved fruitful in providing a few 
options for couples to choose 
from.
Wine tasting: We are fortunate 
enough to be only a short drive from Paso Robles. W ith more than 60 winer­
ies to choose from, many of which do not have tasting fees, you can make a 
day of driving around the area and enjoying the beautiful country and the 
great wines. Make sure to pace yourself, or else you may spend your day in a 
ditch or worse due to a little too much tasting. You can end the day in Paso 
Robles and choose from a wide selection of excellent restaurants. Believe it 
or not, Paso is pretty cute, and you will not be disappointed.
Hike Bishop’s Peak: For the more outdoorsy couple, this date could be 
really fun. Why not pack a little picnic and enjoy each other’s company as 
you trek up the mountain? W hen you reach the top, lay out your blanket 
and crack a bottle of chilled Rose, but once again be careful. You don’t want 
to end up tumbling down the mountain and landing at the bottom in a tan­
gled heap -  oh wait, that might actually be fun.
Kayaking: T his option is relatively cheap and is a little untraditional. 
Morro Ray offers a few different places where you can rent a kayak and pad­
dle around the bay for a bit. Morro Bay also claims several good restaurants, 
or, if it’s not too cold, an evening bonfire picnic on the beach would be a 
great finish -  as long as you include a bottle of wine ( I ’d go for a C abernet).
Paiiitballing: 1 know it’s random, but how much fun would it be to put on 
scrubby cUithes and run around chasing each other with paintball guns? 
Nothing like a little bit of adrenaline to get the sparks flying. But guys, don’t 
hit her at close range or anything -  you might end up in trouble and all of 
that chemistry you’ve conjured will fizzle into nothing but a huge welt and 
a bitter night.
Drive-in: T his idea is a cla.ssic and maybe a bit on the cheesy side -  but 
still fun. 1 recommend tacking dinner onto this one, otherwise the receiving 
party might feel a little short-changed. Also, don’t forget to wash your car 
inside and out. 1 can ’t think of anything worse to kill a mood than a foul 
smell or the feeling like one is sitting in a garbage dump.
So, to all of you V alentine’s pals out there, be creative and do something 
a little  different this year. And to all o f the single folk, there is nothing like 
dressing up in all black, wearing dark sunglasses and drinking a whole bot­
tle of wine by yourself (not that 1 know anything about that).
Sara Howell is a journalism  senior and Mustang Daily columnist.
Tnrubleshixtter is your chance to get answers to  the questions plaguing 
your everyday life. l\ )n ’t know the quickest route from parking to class? 
C a n ’t think o f the perfect present for your ptXKlle’s birthday? Ask 
Troubleshtx>ter any questum from dating to why it’s hard to figure out how 
many classes you need to graduate.
E-mail your questions to mustangdaily€*hotmail.com and Troubleshtxiter
will get on  it.
Mustang
D A IL Y  ®
Consumers at fault for 
green side of tragedy
Dealing with the commercial onslaught that comes after a national tragedy has become as much a knee-jerk reaction as shedding tears.
It happens without fail. At every turn are the T-shirts, 
bumper stickers and hats.
Sept. 11 Wits the greatest example of the financial 
iispect of tragedy, but the recent Columbia explosion has 
reminded the country of death’s green side.
Most think the vilkiins are the ones who profit by sell­
ing “tragedy memorabilia.”
1 do itot have a problem with those who sell the com­
mercial abundance. They are only doing so because peo­
ple are willing to buy. They are satisfying a demand.
Fault gexjs to those who support that industry. If not for 
them, there would lx  no Gilumhia mission patches or 
Sept. 11 pixket-knives for auction on eBay.
If there was no market for Columbia debris, then two 
men in Texas probably would not have been caught steal­
ing it. Tliey knew, however, that someone, somewhere 
would shell out the money for a piece of death.
It is like this kitschy crap is the imiuming ritual for a 
materialistic society. Drxs surrounding oneself with this 
stuff help .someone cope with a nation’s loss?
1 know people are usually in a moment of weakness when 
;m event such as the G)lumbia disaster hapfxns, hut 1 don’t 
see how they think purchasing pieces will ease the pain.
Sometimes this memorabilia gets so excessive 1 think 
people buy it for the same reason they spend extra for 
their clothes to say “Abercrombie” on them: Appearance.
For a while, those Sept. 11 .shirts were just as 
ine.scapable as the aforementioned brand. Clothing dixs 
nothing to help the healing pnxess, so people must have 
worn them to follow the national trend. At the time, it 
was fashionable to appear sensitive by wearing the ctrun- 
try’s hurt on screen-printed cotton.
Now the heartbreak of the month is Columbia. People 
are selling Gdumbia pencils, crew photos, coins and any 
other memorabilia they can find. Of course, the prices are
Sometimes this memorabilia gets so 
excessive I think people buy it for the 
same reason they spend extra for their 
clothes to say ''Abercrombie'' on them: 
Appearance.
greatly exaggerated for profit’s sake.
TTiat dtxsn’t seem to deter people, though; they still 
.seem m<xe than willing to buy.
Even worse are the companies who offer a usually 
miniscule portion of sales to charity. Gimpimies know 
the charitable as.scxiation will increase sales among well- 
meaning people. Sure, charity will see some of the 
money. However, a lot more will line the corporation’s 
ptxkets. Unless we are talking 50 percent, don’t come 
kmxking at my door.
At least they should come up with an honest slogan. 
Something like “10 percent of our profits help those in 
need; the other 90 percent send our CEO to Maui” would 
pique my interest.
People will say they do purchase this memorabilia in 
memory of (fill in tragic event here), but buying anything 
is not the best way to go about remembering the legacy of 
a tragedy.
Instead of paying $29.95 for a sweatshirt, donate that 
money to charity. Help the children of those lost go to 
college.
Help their families stay on their feet through this 
tough time. This is the way you can help the legacy of 
those lost.
just make sure the charity you donate to is not a hoax, 
hut that is the subject of a whole other column.
Sean Martin is a journalism junior and Mustang Daily 
staff writer.
Letters to the editor
Israel didn't start Six-Day War Here is an absolute truth
Editor,
Truth was a casualty in the extremely biased presen­
tation given by the two speakers at the Middle East 
Forum on Jan. 27. W hen 1 heard the first .speaker. Dr. 
Ibrahim, say that Israel planned the 1967 Six-Day 
War, 1 couldn’t believe my ears! I remember Egypt’s 
President Na.s.ser ordering the expulsion of the 4,5(X) 
peacekeeping soldiers of the U.N. Emergency Force 
(UNEF) on May 19 from the Sinai and the Gaza Strip, 
where they had been stationed since 1957. On May 23, 
Nasser closed the Straits of Tiran to Israeli shipping, a 
clear act of war. The Egyptian army then moved into 
the Sinai under operation Dawn with the clear intent 
of attacking and destroying Israel in a matter of hours. 
The Six-Day War bn>ke out on June 5.
During the question pxriod, 1 got up to the micro­
phone to recommend the students read Michael Orin’s 
book, “Six Days of War,” and compare its account to 
what the speaker just said. If this were a balanced 
forum, then we might have expxcted the other speak­
er to correct this error. As it turned out, it fell to peo­
ple in the audience to point out that omission. Anyone 
who persists in believing that Israel planned that war 
must of necessity believe that President Nasser worked 
for the Israelis!
Editor,
letter the other day (“Christians shouldn’t tell what to 
think,” Feb. 6). As adamant as you were concerning truth 
and “Christian” truth, you clearly have come to some 
understanding that truth is relative. I disagree.
In order to .support my claim, I used gcxxl old Webster’s 
dictionary for some help. “Truth” is “the real state of 
affairs,” or more specifically, “the bexiy of things, events of 
facts that make up the universe.” A real “truth” is NOT 
relative. You said, “W ho are you to tell my what MY ulti­
mate truth .should be ... I am tired of being told daily, in 
this papier and on campus, that I am an inferior person 
because MY truth ... differs from the Christian norm.”
Well, if everyone on the planet had their own truth, as 
you claim to have, then everything is relative and there is 
no normative or reality-based absolute. There is a truth. 
There HAS to be, in order to fulfill its definition!
I will agree with you, however, that in some people 
with the acquisition of truth comes pride and prejudice. I 
hop>e that this was not the case displayed during the 
Veritas Forum or of this letter. 1 am simply stating that 
there IS a truth out there, it WILL be manifested before 
the world is over, and WE, as intelligible and curious 
human beings who happen to be college students who 
owe it to ourselves, should impartially seek it.
Gary Epstein, Ph.D., is a Cal Poly mathematics profes- Andre Niesing is an architecture senior and Mustang 
sor. Daily Photographer.
Miss Tracy Haas, you submitted a very sternly worded
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More letters to the editor
North Korea should be focus, not Iraq 
Editor,
Reading the Mustang Daily lately, I have noticed a large amount 
of letters to the editor about Iraq. Frankly, 1 think we are dealing with 
the wrong threat. It’s pretty obvious Iraq does not pose much of a 
threat to us. Even if Saddam Hussein is a fanatical dictator, they have 
no means to attack us.
Instead, I think we should be dealing with the more urgent threat 
posed by North Korea. They have one million active troops and 
another 1.5 million on reserve, they have ICBMs and are actively 
trying to develop nuclear weapons. Far more worrisome, these 
weapons could be ready in two weeks. This is not even considering 
any of their human rights violations; millions have died in their 
labor camps. I would much rather have a contained Iraq than a 
nuclear-armed North Korea led by Kim Jong-il. Even if Kim Jong-il 
doesn’t want to attack the United States directly, the results of hav­
ing nukes in North Korea could cause a new arms race in East Asia. 
I am amazed at the way the administration is simply overlooking all 
this in order to attack the rag-tag Iraqi milatary. I am not saying we 
should invade North Korea, but we need to deal with the threat they 
px>se far more urgently than Iraq.
Nikil Mulakken is a computer engineering junior.
/
Weapons inspectors searching for 
needle in haystack
Editor,
John Holbus (“Liberal stance on war doesn’t make sense,” Jan 28.) 
is a coward. He supports a war, but is unwilling to run to his recruiter 
and enlist. This dilute to enlist means that John does not have the 
right to provide any sort of opinion regarding a future war with Iraq. 
Michael Gamboa (“Debunking arguments point by pxiint,” Jan. 31), 
Michael Sullivan and Chris Russow (“Arguments don’t stand up to 
scrutiny” and “‘We’ are not fighting this war,” Feb. 3) are the sup­
porters of such arguments. These arguments are very persuasive ... 
FOR ME T O  POOP ON! I’m sorry, but I am big fan of Triumph, 
The Insult Comic Dog.
The three gentlemen sound as if they have watched “Back to the 
Future” too many times: “What’s the matter, John? CHICKEN T’ 
Their arguments make about as much sense as Peter Townshend’s 
claim that he was only researching.
I would like to continue my argument, but I feel that I must first 
establish credibility. If I fail to do this, 1 might get called “CHICK­
EN!” 1 am graduating this June. As of now, 1 am trying to become an 
officer in the United States Marine Corps. Is this gcxxl enough, gen­
tlemen?
Now I can provide an opinion aK)ut the future war in Iraq. I feel 
ambivalent abc'sut this approaching war. 1 think gcxxl arguments exist 
on both sides of this issue. However, our faith in the U.N. weapon 
inspectors is ridiculous. We have a small team of weapcm inspectors 
searching for illegal weapons in a country that is larger than the state 
of California. Heck, I have trcxible finding my T V  remote in the 
ctxjch. 1 could not imagine the difficulty of finding it if Saddam 
Hussein were my rcximmate.
We need a better solution. Is war the answer? I do not know.
Now I feel any informed individual can provide the previous 
opinion. They do not have to enlist in the military. We all have the 
right to express cxir opinions in this open society. If we follow the 
logic of Gamboa, Sullivan and Russow, only a select few ccxild dis­
cuss the issues facing America. Do we want this form of censorship?
Brian Thompson is a speech communication senior.
The law is there for a reason 
Editor,
I am writing in reply to Tommy Zimmerman’s letter on Feb. 5 
(‘Ttx) many cops, tcx) few infractions”). 1 just want to say that maybe 
if you followed the law ycxi wouldn’t be getting these little tickets. 
The laws and rules are set for a reason, primarily the safety of you and 
others. If the police didn’t have to stop ycxi everyday for not follow­
ing the small laws, maybe they ccxild do their real jobs. My advice to 
ycxi: Get a light, ride on the right side of the road and stop whining 
because it’s your own fault ycxi got the tickets. Be an adult and take 
responsibility for your actions.
Tim Saiki is a computer science junior.
My Cal Poly the official search resource 
Editor,
I was surprised to read your recent article concerning the phi.aiw- 
poly.com Web site (“Student creates Poly database searcher,” Feb. 5), 
particularly since it makes no reference to Cal Poly’s official stxirce 
for search and other university information: the My Cal Poly portal 
(my.calpoly.edu). While the Phi site offers a convenient combina­
tion of search options. My Cal Poly provides direct access to the offi­
cial Campus Directory, including advanced search capabilities as 
well as C?al Poly’s own Gtxigle search technology, search and 
research tools for library resources such as PolyCat and Pharos. Not 
to mention the wealth of self-service applications to check grades 
and account balance, update your contact information, voice your 
opinion on campus issues and, of course, read this (Mustang Daily) 
publication online -  all in one place!
This is to say ntxhing of accuracy or reliability tif the results Phi
protluces, as it relies heavily on antiquated and/or uasupported tech­
nologies not built or maintained to provide accurate, campus-brand­
ed information to our users. Next time you suggest to your readers a 
one-stop kxation to gain access to important university services 
including search, please acknowledge that which is being built and 
branded by the university as the official center of our campus Web 
community: my.calpoly.edu.
Chris Stavros is a Cal Poly Web strategist.
Flag facts missed by writer 
Editor,
Your journalism (student) who wrote the article (“Confederate 
flags represent racism, not pride,” Feb. 3) should spend some time 
with a history major. Then maybe he wouldn’t make so many mis­
takes.
1. The Confederate Battle flag was never officially recognized by 
the G^nfederate government at all. There were three official flags, two 
incorporated the “Southern Cross.” The flag your writer so despises 
was the battle banner of Southern soldiers who resisted the unconsti­
tutional invasion, rape and looting of their homes and families.
2. The battle flag no longer flies over the South Carolina state 
Capitol, and has not for over a year.
3. The trashing of the 1959 Georgia state flag was accomplished 
without the consent of the people of Georgia. This thumbing of his 
nose at public consent got the old governor ousted -  the first 
Republican Gov. since 1865 -  and the largest rural voter turnout 
since 1865.
Please, at least some of your editors should have caught some of 
this! I know it is California and all, but this is too much.
Charles R. Reeves II is a resident of Carson City, Nev.
Abortion issue boils down to terms 
Editor,
All right folks, let’s talk terminology here.
What’s with the whole thing about “pro<hoice” and “anti-abor­
tion T’ 1 am kinda heated by the whole careless labeling of the oppos­
ing sides. Who likes to be labeled “anti” for anything? That word 
sucks. It has such a negative connotation (duh!). How come abor­
tionists skate by, not being called “abortionists,” and come away as 
“pro-choicer’ That’s a little unfair, don’t ycxi think?
What if they were called “anti-life?” Holy Frijoles! That wixjld 
change everything. Would an abortionist like to be called “anti-life.^’ 
Probably not. If the two sides were “pro-life,” and “anti-life,” things 
would be different. I opt that lx)th sides should be given the equal 
prefix -  either both “anti” or lx)th “pro.” 1 mean, come on people, we 
live in a world obsessed with equal rights, right? So either “anti-life” 
and “anti-abortion,” or “pro-choice” and “pro-life.”
Yeah, 1 know 1 didn’t factor in the whole, “Well is a fetus a human, 
so it doesn’t ccxint as a life ... blah blah.” But hey, this is fcxxl for 
thought, huh?
PS. Not everything “anti-” is bad. I love antipasta, don’t you?
Andre Niesing is an architecture senior and Mustang Daily pho­
tographer.
Cops have nothing better to do than 
write tickets
Editor,
I would like to resptmd to the letter sent in by Tommy 
Zimmermann entitled ‘Too many cops, too few infractions" (Feb. 5) 
by saying that I think he is completely right on. I would like to focus 
this statement, however, and refer more specifically to the police 
department on the Cal Poly campus.
First and foremost, I would like to make known to everyime that 
1 carry no disrespect or amtempt for the officers as human beings 
and 1 acknowledge any person’s choice to become a cop as a noble 
choice of station. But it has been my personal experience, which no 
doubt is very dissimilar from other peoples’, over my three years here 
that I have never -  and I use that word with caution -  seen a police 
officer write tickets for anything other than skateboard and/or biking 
violations. To be sure, this is a relief to us all to know that nothing 
worse than delinquents with boards on wheels-threatens the future 
of our great school.
I know it is a great weight off my mind to know that when I walk 
from the overcrowded parking lot to class that the officers, whose 
wage I’m paying, are out there tssuing tickets to bikers and skate­
boarders to protect me. If there is more that they are doing, I wcxild 
love to know what exactly it is; if not, can we not spare a few of 
them?
Shaun Keating is a business junior.
Student's claims of racism are incorrect 
Editor,
The front-page article about the minority experience in last 
Tuesday’s Mustang Daily (“Solutions stxight by minority students,” 
Feb. 4) was very informative, and a great reminder that sometimes I 
take for granted the fact that I am sumxinded by people of similar 
races and cultures and that I have a comfort zone due to the fact that 
I am similar to most pieople on campus, at least physically and cul- 
. turally. 1 particularly felt bail for Cervando, the smdent who said peo­
ple in his own dorm passed his dtxir when they realized he had a 
Hispanic last name.
I later discus,sed this with my rtxmmates, four of whom I lived 
with on the same floor in the dorms. They then informed me that it 
was the same Grvando that lived on our fltxir. My feeling of sym­
pathy for him quickly turned to anger. How could he even imply that 
anyone on our floor passed by his room just because they saw the last 
name on his door was of Latin origin? I became good friends with 
several people on our floor and throughout the dorm, of varying 
races, and I can guarantee that none of them are even slightly racist.
I recall several times saying “Hi, how are you doingr’ and things of 
that nature to him, and when all you get in return is a slight head ncxl 
or no reaction at all, it’s hard to become friends, let alone strike up a 
conversation. After you continue to do this and get no response, your 
desire to get to know the person greatly diminishes. I can’t speak for 
Grvando’s entire Cal Poly experience, but don’t accuse people of 
being racist if you make little or no effort to get to know those people.
Brent Knabke is a recreation administration junior.
Shark lovers must unite 
Editor,
In response to Chris Schmidt’s diatribe of sharks (“Evil shark 
needs to be dealt with,” Jan. 29) I must say that I am simply shocked 
and appalled to hear so much hatred aimed nward the most grace­
ful and perfect of predators: the great white shark. This noble killing 
machine is nature’s greatest blend of form and function. Think of 
how sharks have influenced architectural and automotive designs. 
Most commercial and military jet aircraft Icxik very much like sharks. 
Dolphin fins aren’t nearly bad-ass enough to have inspired the fins 
on late-1950s mcxlel cars; obviously inspired by sharks. How about 
the Performing Arts Center?! (OK, OK so it’s not shark-like, but it’s 
very streamlined, so the designer mast have been daydreaming about 
sharks at some point!).
In light of this growing prejudice against our fine-finned friends, 1 
propose the creation of the Shark Lovers United Group, or SLUG, 
which will defend the underdogs of the ¡inimal kingdom. NOTE: We 
will not support slugs in any way. (Unless there is a particularly 
vicious type of man-eating slug 1 haven’t heard of; then we’ll support 
those.) We will also support porcupines, pigeons and the duck-billed 
platypus. Hear me, my shark-loving brethren: We must protect these 
cartilage-skeleton critters at any and all cost!
For all thtxse shark haters exit there: Shame on you! Sharks have 
been around far longer than humans have. They deserve this world 
more than we do (though 1 admit, it’s not as easy for them to rise up 
and take control of it). By the way, Mr. Schmidt, the notion that 
sharks vote Libertarian and are full of black goo and spiders is jast 
plain silly. Anyone who has done their research knows they vote 
Reform Party and are foil of red goo, sunburned tixirists and baby 
harp seals. So there.
Charles Wallace is a computer science senior who advocates nuk­
ing the gay homeless whales for Jesus. *
Enough is enough in abortion debate 
Editor,
Surely Mustang Daily can find other things to print aside from 
more on the increasingly pointless debate about aKirtkxi. Why is it 
pointless? Simple. It is an argument that nolxxly can win.
People who believe that abortion is wmng cm a religicxis or moral 
level will continue to do so, no matter how many scxind arguments 
a persem makes for choice, just as it is almost as difficult fex a persem 
who is pixxhoice to suddenly become strictly anti-abortiem.
If we were to be truly fair to everyone, we wcxildn’t even debate 
abcxit abortiem -  it is cme of the most perscxial choices a person cran 
make based cm factors of religicm, age, maturity, how they got preg­
nant, etc. It is not txir business, nor shcxild it be.
Enexj^ is entxigh. Let the debate die exit; find something new to 
print. With all that is going cm in the world, surely there are other 
things for us to worry and debate aKxit.
.Carrie Mansfield is a microbiology senior.
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TENNIS
continued from page 12
Hustedt turned in the most dominant 
performance of the afternoon, down­
ing San Jose State’s Lukner 6-2, 6-2. 
Hustedt used a combination of con­
sistency and touch from the baseline 
to wear down her opponent.
Mustang sophomore Romm also 
won in straight sets, defeating 
Chavez-Hoy 6-0, 6-0 in the No. 6 
position. Romm finished off her 
opponent in 40 minutes, wasting no 
time sending her opponent to the 
bench.
“I played great today; all my shots 
were deep on the base line,” Romm 
said. “1 kept pressure on her through­
out the match and from the first game 
she didn’t stand a chance.”
At No. 3 singles, Thompson man­
handled Whitney Vasu, 6-0, 6-2.
“San Jose State is a great team and 
all the women were prepared to com­
pete and the results showed in their 
performance,” Cal Poly coach Hugh 
Bream said. “T he composure and 
willingness to improve makes the 
women contenders in every match 
they play.”
Sunday marked continuing fresh­
man dominance of Cal Poly tennis as 
the trio of Waller, Grady and Sheila 
Lewis showed us how tennis should 
be played.
Waller registered a 6-2, "6-1 deci­
sion over Silverstone, while Grady 
ptisted a 6-2, 6-1 win over Adna 
Halilovic. The most exciting match 
of the day came at No. 5 singles, 
where Shiela Lewis battled to defeat 
Kathy Van, 6-3, 6-1.
The core of the women’s tennis 
program within the upcoming years 
lies in the hands of these three play­
ers.
“It’s going to be tough for any one 
team to beat us in three singles 
matches,” Lewis said. “And if they do, 
then hats off to them.”
The Mustangs are also hoping to 
break into the ITA/Omni Hotels 
Collegiate Tennis Rankings, with 
many opportunities in upcoming 
weeks against raked opponents.
T he Mustangs improve to 5-3 
overall. Cal Poly returns to action 
Saturday when they travel to Cal 
State Fullerton for their first confer­
ence match at 10 a.m.
FOOTBALL
continued from page 12
Cobarruvias at North Monterey 
County High School, Doucet rushed 
for 976 yards and nine touchdowns 
last fall. He also caught six passes for 
50 yards. On defense, Doucet inter­
cepted two passes, recovered three 
fumbles and broke up 10 passes 
while recording 65 tackles, includ­
ing one sack. He also averaged 30 
yards per kickoff return. Doucet was 
named MVP and Most Outstanding 
Offensive Player on his team in 
2002.
Cody Fannin, C, 6 -2 , 275  
pounds, Fresno, Calif. (Clovis 
West HS/Fresno CC)
T\vice an A 11-Valley Conference 
honoree at Fresno City College, 
Fannin also was a first-team all­
league performer as a senior at 
Clovis West High School under Ed 
Lombardi. Fannin also is a four-time 
high school track and field letter- 
man and finished sixth in the state 
meet in the shot put with a mark of 
60 feet, 2 inches.
Tyler Mariucci, QB/DB, 6-0, 
180 pounds, Monte Sereno, Calif. 
(Valley Christian HS)
A son of new Detroit Lions head 
coach Steve Mariucci, Tyler com­
pleted 65 of 105 passes for 1,107 
yards and 13 touchdowns with just 
three interceptions as a senior under 
Mike Machado at Valley Christian 
High in San Jose. He also rushed for 
350 yards and seven scores to lead 
Valley Christian to the CIF-Central 
Coast Section Division I champi­
onship. Mariucci twice earned first- 
team all-league honors, twice earned 
the team Is scholar-athlete award 
and was named San Jose Mercury 
News Honor Roll Player of the Year.
Wesley Pryor, DB, 5-10, 185 
pounds, Moorpark, Calif. 
(Moorpark HS)
Named CIF-Southern Section 
Division IV Defensive Player of the 
Year, Pryor recorded 129 tackles, 
including 10 sacks, as a senior under 
Tim Lins at Mcx>rpark High Schcx)!. 
Pryt)r also was named the Ventura 
County Star Is Defensive Player of 
the Year as well as Ventura County 
Football Coaches AsscKiation
Defensive Back of the Year. He 
earned All-CIF-Southern Section 
Division IV first-team honors and 
All-M armonte League first-team 
honors, both as a junior and senior. 
The senior team captain also was 
named to the all-region team by 
both the Los Angeles Daily News 
and Los Angeles Times.
Jason Relyea, RB/LB, 6-1, 210  
pounds, Poway, Calif. (Poway HS)
Relyea was a workhorse for Ron 
Murphy at Poway High School, 
rushing for 1,537 yards on 274 car­
ries and scoring 14 touchdowns. He 
also recorded 39 tackles from his 
safety position. Relyea earned first- 
team All-Avocado League and All- 
North County Team last fall as well 
as second-team all-San Diego. He 
was named fcxitball player of the 
year by the Poway News Chieftain. 
As a junior, Relyea was a second- 
team All-Palomar League selection.
Louis Shepherd, DL/LB, 6-3, 
2 2 0  pounds, Adelanto, Calif. 
(Silverado HS)
As an outside linebacker for Paul 
Golla at Silverado High School, 
Shepherd notched 98 tackles, 61 of 
them solos, and six sacks as a senior. 
Twenty of his tackles were for lost 
yardage. He also was credited with 
25 hurries and one interception.
Shepherd earned all-league,, all­
area and all-CIF honors in addition 
to landing a spot on jerry 
Campbell's All-American Team.
Chad Simonson, FS/SS, 6-1,  
2(X) pounds, Arroyo Grande, Calif. 
(Arroyo Grande HS)
A four-year varsity letterman 
under Jon Huss at Arroyo Grande 
High School, Simonson earned All- 
Pac-5 League most valuable defen­
sive back honors last fall and the 
same honor as a junior in the 
Northern League. Simonson was a 
first-team all-league, All-San Luis 
Obispo County and A ll-CIF- 
Southern Section Division IV 
defensive back in both 2(301 and 
2002.
Brian Stanbra, DL, 6-4, 235  
pounds, San Diego, Calif. 
(University City HS)
Stanbra earned first-team All- 
Eastern League honors as a senior at 
University City High Schtxil in San
Diego. He also received offers from 
Colorado State and UNLV.
Adam Torosian, DL/OL, 6-1,  
240 pounds, Fresno, Calif. (Clovis 
West HS)
Torosian recorded 65 tackles, 
including 40 solo stops and eight 
sacks, and scored one touchdown for 
coach Ed Lombardi at Clovis West 
High School. He earned all-league 
co-lineman of the year honors last 
fall and was named second-team 
A ll-C ity and second-team A ll- 
Valley. Torosian also is a three-time 
state meet qualifier in wrestling.
Byungw«o Yun, P/PK, 5-11,  
190 pounds, Seoul, Korea 
(Trabuco Hills HS/Fullerton 
College)
A kicker and punter under former 
Cal Poly running back Bill Crow at 
Trabuco Hills High School, Yun 
averaged 39.4 yards per punt as a 
senior. He went on to play two sea­
sons at Fullerton College (2CXX) and 
2002), where he made 16 of 21 field 
goals and 48 of 50 PAT kicks. His 
longest field goal is 48 yards. Yun 
earned second-team All-Mission 
Conference honors and was named 
special teams M VP at Fullerton 
College in 2(302. Yun also attended 
Western Michigan in 2001, but did 
not play football.
During the midyear community 
college transfer period (Dec. 18 
through Jan. 15), Monterey 
Peninsula College quarterback 
Anthony Garnett signed a national 
letter of intent to play football at 
Cal Poly. Garnett is enrolled at Cal 
Poly for the Winter Quarter and will 
participate in Spring Drills, sched­
uled for Feb. 18 through March 11.
The Spring Game is March 8.
Garnett, 6-1, 200 pounds, passed 
for over 4,500 yards and gained over 
5,100 yards of total offense in his 
two-year career at Monterey 
Peninsula College. He is a 2001 
graduate of Seaside High Schtx>l and 
played for former Saint Mary Is 
College head coach Mike 
Rasmussen at Monterey Peninsula 
(Dollege.
The Regular Period for football 
signees runs through April 1.
The Mustangs finished 3-8 last 
season against a schedule that 
included two Divison I-A teams, 
Toledo and Kent State.
NOTEBOOK
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won four of their last seven games 
after a 3-10 start. Pacific's top 
scorers this season are junior cen­
ter Gillian d'Hondt (15.5) and 
junior guard Nancy Dinges (11.4). 
d'Hondt also leads the Tigers in 
rebounding with a 7.2 average.
Duperron continues to lead the 
Mustangs in scoring this season 
with an 11.7 average, followed by 
Henke (9.5) and Journey (9.1). 
Duperron has 13 douhle-digit 
games to her credit this season. 
Top Mustang rebounder is junior 
forward Lacy 
T a n n e b e r g  
(5 .9 ), fol-
lowed by
Kari Duperron 
leads the 
Mustangs in scor- 
Henke (5 .8 ) jpg with an aver- 
and Journey age of 11.7 
(5 .7 ). Cal points per game, 
P o l y ' s  followed by 
t u r n o v e r  Michelle Henke 
average, once 3t 9.5 and 
nearly 25 per Heather Journey  
game, has ^*^cl9.1.
dropped to, . hit double fig-21.1 miscues . • ,ures in scoring 13
a contest. times this year.
^  ^ ^ Cal Poly's top
M u s t a n g s  rebounderthis  
have already season has been 
played three junior forward 
o v e r t i m e  Lacy Tanneberg 
games this with 5.9 boards 
season, win- p crgam e, fol-
nine the sea- tiy Henke
and Journey.son opener '
against Cal
State San Bernardino but falling 
to Air Force and Cal State 
Fullerton.
Cal Poly has played three games 
in a week three times this season. 
Tlie Mustangs were 1-2 in their 
first pair of three-game weeks but 
won two of three games Dec. 30- 
Jan. 4. Cal Poly will not have? 
another three-game week this sea­
son.
Next week. Cal Poly plays the 
first of three consecutive Big West 
games on the road. All three 
games are against the top three 
teams in the conference. The 
Mustangs travel to U C  Santa 
Barbara on Feb. 20, U C  Irv’ine on 
Feb. 27 and Long Beach State on 
March 1.
Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 ( 805)  756-1143
H e l p  W a n t e d  I A n n o u n c e m e n t s  I A n n o u n c e m e n t s  I R e n t a l  H o u s i n g
staying in SLO this 
Summer and looking for a 
job on 
campus?
Cal Poly Conference Services is 
hiring 17-21 new staff for Spring, 
Summer, and possibly Fall 
quarters. Cashiering experience 
preferred. Option of living on 
campus for Summer quarter at 
highly reduced rate. Flexible 
hours, part and full time available. 
$6.75-$8.25/hr. Applications in 
Bldg. 116 Rm. 211 6x7600.
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) 
Meeting on campus! Thurs. 
11:00, Rm 153, Health Center bldg. 
27. Open to all!
Narcotics Anonymous (NA) 
Meeting on campus! Every Fri 
6:00pm, Graphic Arts Bldg # 26 rm. 
205.
Open to all!
Technical writing student 4 web 
project. Now and Spring quarter. 
Call Brady Radovich 756-5835
2003 Homecoming Applications 
available online - due Feb. 14 
www.homecoming.calpoly.edu
1 i V i'v'v <. i Li V
60 C a sa  St.
Townhouses. Now taking 
applications for Sept. 10. 
Non-smoker, quiet, no pets. 
Call Bea 543-7555
Classifieds are killer!
C la ssifie d s
756-1143
1,11>1.LVi L1. I. M U , I . i . i . ’. . .  ..i.Ll.U.
For  Sale
Dual slalem bike 
Bombshell sputnik 
Marzochi 2-1 x-fly’s forks 4 inch 
and much more. Check mtbr.com 
for pic. 235-8759
H o m e s  Fo r  Sale
Houses and condos for sale 
For a free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in S L O  call Nelson 
Real Estate 546-1990 or email 
Steve @ slohomes.com
1X4
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W om en's B asketball
Mustangs return to 
Mott for two games
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT
C~~^al Poly’s women’s basket- ball team, which has won seven of its last 11 tjames 
after a 2-6 start, returns home for a 
pair of Big West Conference games 
this week, hosting Cal State 
Northridgc (2-19  overall, 2-8 
BW C ) on Thursday night and 
Pacific (8 -13 , 5-5 BW C ) on 
Saturday night.
Both games tip off at 7 p.m. in 
Mott Gym.
C oach Faith Mimnaugh’s 
Mustangs (9-10, 5-4 BW C ) won 
their only game last week, defeating 
Idaho 85-79 in Moscow,’Idaho. Cal 
Poly is alone in fourth place in the 
Big West. U C  Santa Barbara cur­
rently is first in the Big West with a 
10-1 mark, followed by Long Beach 
State (7-2) and U C  Irvine (6-4).
Cal Poly connected on a season- 
high 53.8 percent of its tl(X)r shots 
and outrebiiunded Idaho 38-29 en
route to last
The M ustangs W e d n e s d a y  ’s
host Cal State
Northridge Vandals. Five
Thursday night M u s t a n g s
and Pacific saxed in dou-
Saturday. Both hie figures, led
gam es are at 7 by senior ptiint
p.m. in Mott guard Kari
Duperron with 
16 points to go 
along with 10 rebounds. Freshman 
guard Courtney Uphoff added a 
career-high 14 ptiints, making all 
five of her free-throw attempts, 
while sophomore guard Michelle 
Henke scored 12 points. Senior for­
ward Heather Journey had 11 
f lin ts  and sophomore guard Heidi 
Wittstrom contributed 10pt>intsoff 
the bench.
Cal Poly had more turnovers, 20- 
17, but held the Vandals to 44.3 
percent shooting from the fltxir. 
A lyssa Erickson scored 28 points 
for IdahiT.
Cal State Northridge, coached 
by Tammy Holder (first season, 2- 
19, William &. Mary ‘80), has beat­
en only Pacific 57-50 and U C  
Riverside 69-59 this sca.son. Cal 
Poly heat the Matadors 67-54 on 
Jan. 18 in Northridge. Last week 
Cal State Northridge fell 69-48 to 
Pacific in StiKkton in its only game 
of the week. Leading scorers for the 
Matadors this season are freshman 
forward Ofa Tulikihihifo (14.4) and 
junior guard Brezya Rlxxles (12.2). 
Tulikihihifo also has a 7.7 rebound­
ing average.
Pacific, a 63-50 winner over Cal 
Poly on Jan. 16 in StcKkton, played 
twice last week, falling to confer­
ence leader U C  Santa Barbara 66- 
37 and defeating Cal State 
Northridge 69-48. T he Tigers, 
coached by Craig jacksiTn (first sea­
son, 8-13, Willamette ‘97), have
see NOTEBOOK, page 11
Cal Poly Women's Tennis
"Stangs spank SJSU
By Mike Marquez
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
The Cal Poly women’s tennis team 
claimed its doubles point and then 
won all six singles matches in straight 
sets, putting the team on cruise con­
trol to claim a 7-0 decision Sunday 
over San Jose State at Mustang 
Tennis Courts.
Coming off a huge win against 
rival Santa Clara in Friday’s home 
match, the team carried over its 
streak to Sunday with another home 
win. The win serves as the fourth 
straight win and fourth shutout of the 
season.
The Mustangs capitalized on a less 
talented team dealing with injuries 
and ineligibilities, as San Jose State 
was missing its top three players.
T he Mustangs earned the doubles 
point by sweeping all the doubles 
matches. A t No. 2 doubles, 
Samantha Waller and partner Teresa 
Galido defeated Coral Silverstone 
and W hitney Vasu, 8-0.
Also picking up an 8-0 win at No. 
3 doubles was Chelsy Thompson and 
Kristen Grady, over the Spartans’ 
Adna Halilovic and Thelma Chavez- 
Hoy.
T he most challenging doubles 
match for the Mustangs proved to be 
at the No. 1 position. The power­
house of Danielle Hustedt and Kate 
Romm struggled to defeat Ana 
Lukner and Kathy Van, 8-4.
In singles action. Cal Poly domi­
nated the competition, taking all six 
matches in two sets.
C al Poly's top singles player,
see TENNIS, page 11
t
ANDRE NIESING/MUSTANG DAILY
Cal Poly's Chelsy Thompson (above) and Kristin Grady picked up an 
8-0 win in the No. 3 doubles match.
Cal Poly Football
Mustangs sign 12 recruits
CAL POtY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT
Four offensive linemen and the son 
of former San Francisco 49ers head 
coach Steve Mariucci are among the 
12 recruits who signed national letters 
of intent on the opening day of the 
signing periixl to play hxTtball at Cal 
Poly.
The announcement was made by 
Mustang fiHTtball coach Rich Ellerson 
and Cal Poly director of athletics John 
McCutcheon.
The list of signees includes two 
community college transfers —  
Fresno City College offensive line­
man Cody Fannin and Fullerton 
College kicker Byungwix) Yun.
Tine 10 high schixil recruits inclikle 
Arroyo Grande High defensive hack 
Chad Simonson and
quarterhack/defensive back Tyler 
Mariucci of Valley C2hristian High in 
San Jose.
Tlie list of 12 recruits (alphabeti­
cally):
Derek Bouras.sa, OL/DL, 6-2,  
220  pounds, Oroville, Calif.
(Oroville HS)
An All-Westside League lineman 
for coach Scott Johnson at Oroville 
High Schixd, BtYurassa recordé».! 128 
tackles last fall and recovered three 
fumbles in one game against I-a.ssen.
Jared Bray, OL/DL, 6-0 , 230  
pounds, San Diego, Calif. (Mission 
Bay HS)
A two-time All-Western League 
lineman for I3esi Herrera at Mission 
Bay High Schcxil, Bray had 10 sacks as 
a senior and led his team to three 
straight Western League titles and 
CIF-San Diego Section titles in 1000 
and 2001. Bray also will compete on 
Cal Poly's track and field team after 
setting scIxxtI records of 58-6 1/4 in 
the shot put and 174-0 in the discus at 
Mission Bay High.
Reginald Doucet, RB/DB, 5-10 
1/2, 170 pounds, Prunedale, Calif. 
(No. Monterey County HS)
A first-team all-league running 
back and cornerback for Bobby
see FOOTBALL, page 11
M ustangs' 
2003 schedule
Date C^rponent ’ Time
Sept. 6  at U TEP 7 p.m.
Sept. 13 Sac State 6  p.m.
Sept. 20 Montana State 6 p.m.
Sept. 27 at N. Arizona 6:05 p m*
O ct. 4 at Montana 1:05 p.m.
O ct. 11 at Akron TBA
O ct. 18 Saint Mary’s 6  p.m.*
O ct. 25 Bye
Nov. 1 S .U ta h 4 p.m.
Nov. 8 at U C  Davis 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 15 Idaho State 1 p.m.
Nov, 22 Humboldt St. 1 p.m.
mustang
’ SCrEOLLE trivia
B A R
SCORES
vs
vs
vs
RUGBY 115
long beach  st. 3
BAfiEEALL 5
san Jose st. 4
8ASEPALL 9
san jose  st. 12
MEr. ~ SASivFLaAai §3
U tah  s ta te 64
san d iego  st. 2
4,
sac s ta te 3
SCHEDULE
' i \  aftSKtiíBA’ thurs., feb. 13, 7 p.m. 
cs n orth rid ge  ©caipoiy
Mti- TT’“Ait.
''“pacific
''“fresno st.
sat., feb 15,7 p.m. 
© cal poly
fri., feb. 14, 7 p.m. 
© cal poly
sat., feb. 15,10 a.m 
''“ UC santa cruz ©caipoiy
i’ '■ •J' ' sat., feb 15,10 a.m.
''“sad d leb ack  ©caipoiy
iriOtV! sat., feb. 15
'wolfpack invite ©reno.nev
WCMli.M'S GQLF . mon-tues... feb. 17-18 ‘spring invite ©sanmarcos
.VUEly'îi BASEBALL fhurs., feb. 13,10 am. 
''“ m i s S O U r i  © phoenix, arg
DRESSAGE , , . sat., feb 16
"’ rancho  del rio in atascadero
STATS I
By the numbers
238
S tea ls  per g am e th is  
season  fo r Cal Poly  
guard  Kari D uperron , 
to p s  in th e  Big W e s t  
C o n ference . A s a 
te a m , th e  M u s ta n g s  
lead th e  Big W e s t  
w ith  9 .9 5  stea ls  per 
gam e.
^ 4 0
Cal Poly is th ird  in th e  
co n fe re n ce  w ith  a 
.3 4 0  th re e -p o in t  
sh o oting  p ercen tag e .
TRIVIA
today’s question
Ted Williams was the last 
player to hit .400. Who has 
come the closest since then?
Submit answers to: iljackso@cBlpoly.edu
Tuesday's question
Which team holds the NBA 
record for most regular-season 
wins in a season? 
Gfiicago Bulls (72)
Congratulations C.J. Siegler, ASI Event 
Staff, Erik Hansen and Sean Martini!
Sports editor Jacob Jackson can 
be reached at 756-1796 or jljack- 
so@calpoly.edu.
